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Thank you to Darren Paull and his team at Ringwood Mazda for their involvement with the Sharks and 
sponsorship of our new jerseys.
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Ritchie Appleby – President of the Sharks

Park Orchards North Ringwood Parish 
Junior Football Club

Phone: 0408 367 444

GO SHARKS!!

Round 3 | Wrap Up | 
Shark Attack – 
Presidents Letter

Round 3

Hi All Sharks,

Thanks this week go out to all our players. You have shown tremendous Sharks spirit and 
enthusiasm over the first few rounds. I was able to get to a few games over the weekend and 
how delightful to see our teams in their new jumpers and warm up tops.

The first few rounds of every season are a little unsettled. The Veterans in the club understand 
this. To our new families, all will settle down in the next week or two.

It really is a matter of applying the system:-

The YJFL grading process is being applied - results are all over the ship.Coaches are trying to 
work through their lists to ensure everyone is getting a go. 

Team Managers are working through the administration processes required around game day. 
Wow, these folks do heaps to keep our kids on the park.

Canteen managers are trying to work out how to calculate appropriately the desired levels of 
food and drinks that should be ordered for each week.

Our Sponsorship coordinator is phoning all to make a difference in our great club with monetary 
pledges of support. This year we have nearly reached our target, however if you’re able to help 
please contact Sue and make a further difference.

Committee are continually bombarding everyone with the information necessary to ensure your 
child gets a game of football each week & the club runs correctly.  And on it goes.....

Thanks go to our Committee members in attendance each week, for their assistance and help. 
They have been up early working with TM’s & crews in setting up our grounds at Domeney 
and Stintons for each match day and pack up procedures. Hopefully, all teams now know the 
requirements. If at any time you’re not sure please call us to help you out. I’d rather know 
match day than 9pm at night.

For the majority of our membership your calm will be restored by round five or six once the 
season’s fixture is sent out by the YJFL and thus we can all get on with enjoying the season 
and watching our children play.

MOTHER’S DAY Round 4- This Sunday

Sharks Pink Ribbon Day is a fund raising event for the Breast Cancer Foundation. We are 
continuing with this Tradition of Fund raising for such a worthy and important cause again this 
year. I’m sure many of us have been/or are affected by a person close to us who has been 
diagnosed with Breast Cancer.

The Sharks Committee fully 
support the initiative and 
ask that all Team Managers 
circulate an email amongst 
the playing groups advising 
all of Sharks Pink Ribbon Day 
next weekend. We request 
that each player please bring 
a Gold coin donation to the 
game (home & away) as we 
strive to raise money and 
beat last year’s amount. We 
would like to raise as much 
as possible for the Breast 
Cancer Foundation on this 
year’s Mother’s Day Weekend 
- Sunday 12th May 2019.

This year a Mum or two from 
every team will have the 
delight of winning a Warran 
Glen voucher. All prizes 
donated by “Warran Glen” our 
Sponsor of the Round, please 
show your support to “Warran 
Glen Nursery and Café” who 
are also gold sponsors this 
year.

Pink buckets will be placed 
at the Canteens to help with 
these collections.

U8’s & U9’s

YES, IT’S ON AGAIN 
FOLKS!!!

As a special Mother’s Day 
event, the U8’s and U9’s 
will be playing their matches 
Friday night rather than 
Sunday morning. U8’s will 
play against Templestowe 
who have kindly agreed to the 
swap. 

Two teams will play each other 
with the other U8’s playing on 
one half of the oval, and the 
U9’s on the other half. The 
matches will all be played at 
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$55 for Guests
Bookings Essential 
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Domeney. Your Team Managers will let you know further details during the course of the week. 
It will be a great night so please, all enjoy & get into the spirit of it.

This Friday night has become another new Tradition created for Sharks Mums and Players.

BYO nibbles and drinks - though no alcohol can be consumed during the game.

So, Under 8 &9’s mums you’ll be able to really enjoy Brekky in bed on Sunday, unless of 
course you have older Sharks at home. Oh well, we can but only try!!

Some of our Colts will be in attendance as well to watch their buddies play.

This will continue our Colts/U8’s/U9’s Buddies system, interaction between these teams is 
focused on very passionately by our committee & helpers. This culminates with our Buddies 
Burger night on Sunday 2nd June with the Colts & U8’s hosting the night.

SPONSOR OF THE ROUND

Welcome on board to Ringwood Mazda. Ringwood Mazda have joined the Sharks on a three 
year deal as “front of Jumper” naming rights.

On the top of their great deals, they have promised to look after all Sharks families when next 
considering a new or used car.

So Please introduce yourself to Darren Paul and his team on Maroondah Hwy Ringwood and 
remember to tell them you’re from P.O.N.R.P.J.F.C.

Thanks guys for being part of our dynamic club.

CODE OF CONDUCT- Match Day

Thank you our Sharks parents who have abided with exemplary behaviour over the first few 
rounds. Your support has been enthusiastic whilst being controlled in cheering on the players.

Let’s keep it that way please & set an example for other clubs to follow.

Unfortunately, there are times when parental behaviour does not abide by the Code of Conduct 
we all sign at the beginning of the year. During the last Round we witnessed an incident 
whereby a parent from an opposition team was out of control harassing & swearing Thankfully 
this was quickly dealt with in an expedient manner. I know we all get passionate at times, but 
please remember there are young ears listening in to what we say.

In instances when this occurs, it is important that as soon as you become aware of 
inappropriate behaviour it’s reported immediately to your Team Manager or the Ground 
Manager.

This will allow us to address the behaviour and ensure the safety & welfare of all players on the 
ground.

Merchandise

New 50 Year beanies now available.

If you require any garments, socks etc.. Please go online and order it. Nina and her team will 
make sure it’s available in the quickest time available.

SUMMARY

During the season if you wish to raise any queries then please catch up with me in person or 
give me a call.

Wishing everyone all the very best for Round 4. Enjoy. Go Sharks!!!!

Ritchie Appleby- President of the Sharks

Park Orchards North Ringwood Parish Junior Football Club.

0408 367 444 
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Season Dates to Remember
5 May Round 3

12 May Round 4 Mothers day proudly sponsored by Warran Glen

19 May Round 5 U8 round robin

26 May Round 6 U9 round robin and National Volunteers Week round sponsored 
by Blue Dog Café

2 Jun Round 7 Burger Night (U8, U9 and Colts)

9 Jun Queens Birthday Weekend

15 Jun 50th Year Gala Dinner. Manningham Function Centre  
(U12 and U14)

16 Jun Round 8

23 Jun Round 9 Team Photos (Fri 21st and Sun 23rd)

30 Jun School holidays

7 Jul School Holidays

14 Jul Round 10

21 Jul Round 11

28 Jul Round 12

4 Aug Round 13

11 Aug Round 14 U10 Lightening Premiership/Burger Night (U10, Colts, U16 girls)

18 Aug Semi Finals

25 Aug Prelim 
Finals

1 Sep Grand 
Finals

15 Sep Presentation Day                             

Round 3
Shark Attack
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St, Warrandyte or phone 9844 2233 to 
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Your best interests 
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Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

Allen Mitchell Luke Magnus

Anderson Cruz Milton Flynn

Cox Joshua Natsis Gabriel

De Rooden Elijah Radle Lachlan

Forcadell Gabriel Torner Harrison

Gniel Alfie Woollard Mason

James Edward Worthington Heath

Kinski Sebastian Webb Tyler

Laurence Thomas Appleby Kaiden

UNDER 8 RED: Coached by: Ben Laurence UNDER 9 BLACK: Coached by: Blair Hartley

Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

Blackshaw Rhys Hattwich Archie

Cahill James Hine Miller

Di Battista Marcus Marsh Hugh

Doolan Anthony Newman Luke

Genever Ethan Rigall Sidney

Giosserano Alex Sonderhof Taylor

Hartley Jackson Zosel Ezra

LOOKING 
FOR SECOND 

SPONSOR

LOOKING 
FOR SECOND 

SPONSOR

Park Orchards Red v Black 

The 2019 U9 showdown saw all 30 players turn up for the Sharks Black v Sharks Reds.

Welcome to new players Ezra, Sidney, Rhys, Luke, Taylor and Finn to the Sharks Black team.

Kicking a slight dew off the grass in great conditions and plenty of support from the parents and 
family on the sidelines.

Quarter 1 - With a focus on tackling and ground balls the boys came out strong in the first 
quarter with some great passages of play.  Archie scored our first goal for the season showing 
his speed to break through some tackles.  With Hugh, Jackson Ezra, Ethan and Rhys 
controlling the midfield with Alex and Miller marshalling the troops down back…. A great start to 
the game.

Quarter 2  - Was predominately played in defence, with a solid effort from James, Anthony, 
Alex, Finn and Hugh.  A great start for Finn in his first game showing a great defensive 
effort taking some good marks in the back line. His big long arms on show and a great first 
performance for the Sharks.  James showing strong intensity at ground level with some solid 
second efforts. Marcus also willing to get his knees dirty showing some great desperation in the 
packs.

Quarter 3 - We were under siege down back again but Sidney put on some great tackles 
and as the quarter wore on we improved our pressure on the ball.  Rhys doing his best to get 
involved and Taylor going back in to win some important ball at ground level. Ethan continued 
to set the tone with his strong tackling – a highlight throughout the match.

Played Beverley Hills 

Game day stated out with beautiful, sunny conditions. Today’s captain was Harrison who did a 
great job leading the team. Tom L received the Coaches Mars bar award due to his defensive 
pressure and endeavours to win the footy. He also scored the first goal. Eddie also snuck a few 
goals through and Heath kicked one too.  Well done boys.

Mason played extremely well in the backline with support from Josh, Lachie and Cruz. Magnus 
had some fantastic taps in the ruck which fed our midfield Elijah, Flynn and Heath.  Alfie 
showed great speed in defence. Tyler, Mitchell and Gabriel followed instructions and did well 
manning up on players. It is all starting to come together boys, well done.  

Thanks to all the parent helpers today also. 
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Luke showed us his strong hands and some great dash – he is improving in every game he 
plays.

Quarter 4 - In the last quarter Anthony in his second game showed great persistence in the 
back line and stood under some high balls to take some goal saving marks.  Sidney provided 
a good spoil and a good kick for goal.  Hugh battled manfully in the midfield and finished off 
a great game.  Miller with some great spoils and a couple of thumping kicks from defence.. 
Working in tandem with Alex they make quite the defensive duo down back.

The boys fought the game out well and all are showing improvement in their game.  It was 
great to sing the song together as a group at the end of the game showing great sportsmanship 
between the two U9 teams! 

Good effort boys!

Under 9’s played against each other in round 3 so they joined together to sing the song

Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

Buchanan Jackson Mijat Jasper

Caltieri Sam Myers Cohen

Gadd Jackson Saunders Darcy

Hume Harrison Waterson - Chappell Harry

Kilworth Lenny Whitelock Charles

McGinty Charlie Wilson Harry

Mcleod Maxi Webb Noah

UNDER 9 RED: Coached by: Chris McGinty

LOOKING 
FOR SECOND 

SPONSOR

Park Orchards Red v Black

With Black getting a goal on the board in less than 20 seconds, it appeared that Red may be 
in for a long day. But with Hume, Buchanan, Mijat, Masters and Saunders repelling the early 
thwarts, and Kilworth saving one on the goal line it spurred on the team. Defensive pressure 
created opportunities.  Whether it was Masters and Hume flying back with courage to take 
big marks, Mijat’s big smother on the wing or Kilworth, Mcleod, Webb and Myers’ relentless 
tackling, all of this created opportunities.  The beneficiaries early on were Caltieri and McGinty, 
both sending the ball right through the middle of the goals.

Q2. The two Jacksons came alight in this quarter. One down back and one in the forward line.  
Buchanan (Captain) showed some candy before snapping truly. Other features of the quarter 
were Caltieri’s lunging mark and the link up play between Hume, Gadd, Wilson and Webb, 
which resulted in a goal through Waterson. Whitelock’s torpedo goal set the crowd alight! As 
usual, Myers’ run and carry was a delight to watch and with crunching tackles by Saunders and 
Masters ensured the opposition were stopped in their tracks.

Q3. The third quarter was a one sided affair. Key moments included McGinty’s great run down 
tackle in the backline, which almost resulted in a goal to Red down the other end and Mijat’s 
two bounces and classy goal on the right.

Q4. Hume’s courage running back with the flight of the ball was huge and he was later 
rewarded, bending the ball from the boundary over the umpires head for a great goal. Wilson 
was marking everything at half forward and kicking it into the open space for the forwards to 
lead into. Gadd and Buchanan (captain for the day) lead from the front.
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Caltieri, Gadd, Hume, Kilworth, Masters, McGinty, Mcleod, Mijat, Myers, Saunders, 
Waterson, Webb, Whitelock and Wilson. All had massive impacts. All get a mention 
because it was the 1 percenters. The tackling, smothers, chasing, working as team 
which were all highlights on a very memorable day.

P.S No PJs at the next game.

Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

Davis Elliot Nicholls Benjamin

Duffy Patrick Noonan Darcy

Fortington James Noonan Xavier

Hales Angus John Prest Joshua

Hales Benjamin Alan Radle Ryan

Inglese Will Robertson Thomas

James Henry Wachter Kai

Lanza Oliver Walsh Liam

Nicholls Julian Robinson Henry

UNDER 10 RED: Coached by: Damien Noonan

U10 RED
PONRPJFC

Parents Supporting Kids

Park Orchards 11-11-77 def Camberwell 0-0-0

Kicking the dew of the ground today, with another early start.

Darcy was todays captain and really wanted to play a leaders game. 

He didn’t let his team mates down with a great start that set the tone for the game.

Camberwell had come of a couple wins, feeling confident and wanting to impress, the 
Camberwell coach said he had heard our boys have been playing well and thought it would be 
good for their boys to have a solid contest.

The game started with both sides really having a go, both sides used the ball well, linking up 
and using creative handball to get it forward.

The Park Orchards boys broke forward first but Camberwell held firm, The ball moved up 
a down the ground with our backs holding position well to not get sucked into play. All of a 
suden our ball movement clicked, and we started to link up well. Our balance of inside strength 
outside pace and aerial fire power started to differentiate us from Camberwell.

We started to run and link up, our unselfish play and teamwork was evident, we started to keep 
the ball moving by doing the little things, tapping the ball out, moving the ball without hesitation, 
giving the first option…..well most of the time.

What set us up all day and what the opposition found difficult to overcome was the constant 
pressure, the desire to chase and tackle.

To will ourselves to each contest and to help our mate out when they are under pressure.

Once we moved the ball forward, we started to hold position and not allowing the Camberwell 
team to get out of trouble easily. When they did move the ball and link up, we had our 
defenders holding position well to cut them off.

Although the score board didn’t show it I thought Camberwell had some fantastic passages of 
play and moved the ball well, what stopped them was our desperation to chase hard and win 
the ball back, quick hands in the contest then run hard and kick to a target. Even when well up 
the boys still gave 100% effort.

The boys really clicked today, and the cohesion is starting to emerge.

Presty and Robbo finding their feet and the rest of the boys getting use to the way they play.

Overall the boys ended up with a comfortable victory after a solid performance, some fine 
play watched by spectators, what has been pleasing is the way the boys are representing 
themselves and the club with their great attitude and respect being show to the umpires and 
opposition.

Lets keep it up. Results are not what our reputation is based on, it is what other people think of 
us when they get in their cars and head home.

You all look great in your new tops, just remember that you represent the Sharks and to make 
sure when we have our sharks gear on we wear the colours with pride and show respect to 
everyone else in our community.

With grading coming to an end I would think the boys will move up a section and face new 
challenges. 

Remember boys you don’t improve or get better by standing still and being happy where you 
are. Challenge yourself against the best, learn and improve all the time.

¼ Time PO 2-3-15 to Camberwell 0-0-0

Positive Play-Ollie’s tackle pressure across half forward. Xavier showing the discipline to 
protect the line and build the wall. Tackle pressure around the ground. Robbo pinpoint pass to 
Ryan 

Did Well-Early pressure and being ready for the challenge, use of hand when we were under 
pressure

Do Better-Talking and staying on our man

½ Time PO 6-6-42 to Camberwell 0-0-0
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Xavier - Did a great job early holding his line in defence then let loose with pace, lost it a 
couple times on the bounce but taking it on to break the lines and look for options forward.

Elliot - Kicked our second with a clever goal, is dangerous up forward and always makes you 
pay when he has the chance.

Radle - Injured early with his hand being stood on, came off for some medical treatment, went 
back on and straight back into the action, nice intercept mark playing a kick behind the play and 
spoiling in the pack when standing under it with the pack coming his way. Super stuff

Henry J - Spent the first 2 quarters up forward providing the boys a focal point, finished the day 
off well in the Ruck controlling the middle.

Nice mark because he was playing in front.

Robbo - Provided options all game, drilled Ryan lace out with a bullet pass, kicked and 
fantastic goal from in the pocket, a great reward for Robbo who worked hard to present, Also 
his last qtr when out numbered on the far side worked hard to stop Camberwell and win the ball

Lanza - Back to his best today, strong over head, used the ball well and linked up with Presty 
on more than one occasion. Out numbered on the flank and laid 3 tackles in a row that stopped 
Camberwell in their tracks

Robertson - Started down back early then moved into Ruck duties, showed us what he can do 
around the ball and in close, was a great team mate to Darcy whose leg was to sore to run so 
he swapped and gave up his chance to play forward and went onto the ball. 

Duffy - In everything again, can always relay on Patty to give 100% ever time, kicked us of well 
in the middle linking up with Fortington and roving well to Robbo.  

Julian - Super keen after not feeling well last week and only playing one qtr. His 2nd qtr was 
magnificent in the second. Follow up work around the contest. One of the play of the days was 
his attack on the ball at half forward with clean hands out to his mate Xavier who kicked a goal 
on the run. Xavier needs to shout him a slurpee with service like that.

Positive Play- Darcy attacking the ball at half forward after Xavier’s kick forward under pressure 
with Ben long lead on strong mark from a great pass out in front. Julian super hands in tight out 
to Xavier at half forward for a goal. Ben attack on the ball in the air.

Did Well- Tackle, Pressure, Strong Marking, Attacking the ball

Do Better- Keeping the ball moving, spreading when the ball is being balled up to create space, 
Building the wall.

¾  Time PO 7-9-51 to Camberwell 0-0-0

Positive Play- Ryan fantastic intercept mark across centre whilst building the wall, 

Did Well-Tackling quick hands out of the pack to a player in better position, tackling and 
contesting at all times

Do Better- Kicking for goal and looking for passes

Final PO 11-11-77 to Camberwell 0-0-0

Positive Play- Presty Hands out to runners, Patty providing run, Xavier pace and tacking the 
game on by breaking the lines, Ryan fantastic intercept mark across centre whilst building the 
wall, Ollie outnumber and laying 3 tackles. Henry playing in front and marking in the middle. 
Liam great smother.

Did Well-Pressure tackling harassing 

Do Better-Giving to someone in a better position

Goals: 3 Ben N, 2 Xavier, Darcy, 1 Angus, Elliot, Prest, Robbo, 

Best: Elliot, Julian, Thomas, Robbo, Ben N, Ollie 

Indi - 2nd game back and looking the goods, fantastic second quarter on the wing, starting to 
get his confidence up. Kept it going forward when under pressure

Ben N - Strong over head all day, clunking marks, impressive up forward, long leads and 
jumping into the ball taking it straight out in front of the eyes.

Hales B - relished the opportunity out on the wing today, putting in consistent efforts each week 
and providing run and carry.

Hales.A - Started well in the first out on the wing, kicked our first to get us going, real goal 
sneak.

Noonan D - Top notch again, footy smarts and leadership across the half back line, super effort 
running 30 meters across the ground to lay a super tackle. Sore leg all day so decided to try 
and only kick on his left.

Prest - Setting up his teammates all game, all the other boys are starting to work out, get 
around him and you are sure to be on the end of some creative handball. Super again

Fortington - Kicked off the day in the middle well, linking up with Robbo in the ruck, had 
everything covered all day.

Walsh - Super start to the season, equally supper smother late in the game, boys well up and 
Liam is still doing the tuff stuff, loved it.
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Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

Baker Coby Rowe Archie

Cronin Patrick Troani Joel

Daley Lucas Wilson Charlie

Georgostathis Max Blackshaw Aaron

Kupinic Alexander Blackshaw Beau

Lynch Hudson Noble Cameron

Ottens Jack Weeks Hunter

Phelan Luca Muzeen Cormac

Prichard Casey Moore Michael

Ross Arlo

UNDER 10 BLACK: Coached by: Chris Lynch

Sharks 15 def by Balwyn 31

Clearing skies on the way to Balwyn made for a great morning for footy. Casey was captain 
today & the boys were raring to go! The first half was level pegging with all the boys 
contributing. Great goal by Arlo and a point scored by Alex. It was great to see the boys playing 
footy to instruction like kicking the ball forward instead of sideways.

The 3rd quarter was probably our best footy so far with our forward pressure & ability to lock 
the ball in our forward line outstanding. A fabulous goal by Michael and point by Coby. 

The Final 1/4 saw Balwyn kick away but not by much. All in all it was the boys best game so 
far. Alex, Cameron & Arlo were in the pack all day. It was great to see some new faces getting 
a touch of the ball. Beau took a great mark under pressure and Cooper made a great tackle 
in the back half to save a certain goal. Lucas was great in defence. Luca and Hudson took a 
bagful of marks between them as well.

Sharks 17.13.115  Def Warrandyte 0.2.02

QUARTER 1:   SHARKS 4.1.25  WARRANDYTE 0.0.00

Back at our home ground and with the sun starting to warm up the morning, the Sharks boys 
got out to a really fast start courtesy of a dominant midfield while the forward line put on 
immense pressure to ensure the quarter was played in our forward half.

QUARTER 2:  SHARKS 6.8.44  WARRANDYTE 0.0.00

Only wayward kicking to the 100 Acres end stopped the Sharks from going into half time with 
a bigger lead. While Warrandyte tried to condense the play through the middle, it was the slick 
ball movement of the Sharks that saw the boys have nine scoring shots to nil for the quarter. 

QUARTER 3:  SHARKS 10.10.70  WARRANDYTE 0.0.00

Unlike last week when the Sharks boys took their foot off the gas in the second half, they put in 
a mighty effort during the third quarter to deny their Warrandyte opponents any space. With our 
rucks dominating, our midfielders passing the ball accurately by hand and foot, and the forward 
line making space for each other, the Sharks booted away into three-quarter time.

Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

Antonellos Zac McGowan James

Arifovic Keegan McIntyre Justin David

Brown Indy Nash Charlie

Bullen Fynn Nielsen Daniel

Daley Joshua Paciocco Luke

Della Gatta Oscar Riggall Jonah

Eastwood Campbell Ross Logan

Farrell Nate Shamloo Liam

Halls Harry Sonderhof Logan

Hamilton Logan Thomas Isaiah

Kinnear Cash Wallace Austin

Mcleod Samuel Williamson Daniel

McDonald Eamon

UNDER 11 RED: Coached by: Daniel Bullen

LOOKING 
FOR SECOND 

SPONSOR
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QUARTER 4:  SHARKS 17.13.115  WARRANDYTE 0.2.02

Keen to get past the magical 100 point margin, the Sharks boys were challenged early by 
Warrandyte before an excellent transition of play from back pocket to forward line resulted 
in a goal and the dam walls busting open. It was great to see so many boys either scoring 
themselves, or having score involvements and enjoying each other’s success. But with grading 
still occurring in the YJFL, we look forward to the challenges ahead. While  unable to play due 
to injury, we loved having Austin Wallace  on our bench encouraging his teammates. We can’t 
wait to have you back in the side, Austin!

Goal Kickers: Nate Farrell 4, Zac Antonellos 2, James McGowan 2, Isaiah Thomas 1, 
Logan Hamilton 1, Fynn Bullen 1, Indy Brown 1, Logan Sonderhof 1, Keegan Arifovic 1, 
Josh Daley 1, Luke Paciocco 1, Dan Nielsen 1.

Game Day Captains: Harry Halls & Keegan Arifovic

Encouragement Awards: James McGowan & Nate Farrell

Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

Bettiol Joshua Italiano Gabriel

Bryant Tom Knight Kai

Dahmen Floyd Laurence William

De Rooden Albert McCartan Christian

Di Donato Isaac Motteram Lachlan

Di Grazia Noah Newman Jack

Elliott Tom Smith Ned

Fortington William Stephens Zane

Fry Harvey Tasca Daniel

Hattwich Felix Torner William

Hume Riley Wheatley Granger

Innes Beau

UNDER 11 BLACK: Coached by: Brad Motteram

Park Orchards 0.0.0 def by Brunswick 11.12.78
Qtr 1: 

Round 3 was played at Stintons Reserve in pleasant conditions. Not dissimilar to last week, the 
first quarter was a real arm wrestle with some great tackling, smothering and spoils by ‘Sharks’ 
players. Floyd battled gallantly in the ruck, and was well supported by Riley, Alby, Gabe, Zane 
and Will F who all completed hard in the mid field. Lachie had a great quarter at CHF, and the 
backline led by Ned and Jonah, and well supported by Will L, Will T, Christian and Isaac (who 
took a great mark) was disciplined and solid for the entire quarter and only conceded 1 goal (on 
the siren). 

Qtr 2:

The second quarter started with strong marking from Floyd, Ned and Jonah, and great tackles 
from Alby, Isaac and Will L. Christian provided excellent run off half back, while Riley and 
Noah worked hard on their respective wings. The backline led by Gabe, Jonah, Lachie and Kai 
continued to apply great pressure. Jonah’s long kicking out of full back was a real feature, and 
to hold Brunswick to 3 goals (including another goal on the siren) was a solid effort given the 

Nate Farrell accepts his encouragement award from Coach Daniel Bullen back in the rooms.

Logan Hamilton continued his excellent form in the ruck and up forward.

Logan Sonderhof was 
magnificent in the air.
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amount of time the ball spent in the backline. Unfortunately, Floyd hurt his shoulder in the 2nd 
quarter and could take no further part in the game.

Qtr 3:

Gabe, Will T and Tom B all worked hard in the midfield, and had good support from Jack and 
Tom E on their respective wings. Lachie was strong in the ruck, while Ned took a gutsy mark 
running with the flight of the ball at CHF. Alby, Josh and Jonah all marked strongly in defence, 
with Danny competing and tackling hard on the last line of defence. The backline was again 
solid holding Brunswick to 3 goals (including yet another goal on the siren).

Qtr 4:

For the second week running, this was shaping as another character building game for the 
boys. Notwithstanding, they keep ‘cracking in’ and giving good effort. Q4 highlights came 
from ‘captain for the day’ Gabe who continued to attack every contest with great intent (and 
never falls over in the contest), Will L who did a great job to nullify the oppositions strongest 
player, Harvey and Granger who battled hard on their respective wings, and Felix who worked 
extremely hard in the midfield. Ned and Alby both capped off great games strong marking and 
tackling in defence.

Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

Allan Lachlan Kilworth Felix

Beach Max Leonard Archie

Bridger Jacob Milton Henry

Di Conza Riley Nicholls Lucas

Dickson Lachlan Sestan Owen

Drummond Campbell Sette Jacob

Foxwell Austin Sultana Jayden

Harvie Mason Todero Dylan

Hirvonen-Blunt Lukas Tsoukatos William

Inglese Jack

UNDER 12 RED: Coached by: Rob Sette

S C R E E N H O U S E
S C R E E N  P R I N T I N G

9 3 5 9  4 0 7 7

Opposition Ivanhoe 

Qtr 1: 

The boys warmed up as a group before the game in their new tops and looked fantastic!  They 
were a professional unit and looked the part. The jumpers also looked slick and we got off to a 
slick start in the first quarter, kicking four goals to none. Austin got us off to a good start taking a 
strong mark in the goal square and kicking one of his two goals for the day. Jacob B, who had 
a good game, got our second goal with a quick snap out of the pack. Lachlan A set up our next 
goal with a good pick up on the run and bullet pass to Felix who passed to Henry who slotted 
the goal. 

Qtr 2:

The second quarter was more of the same where we kicked five goals to none. Lucas Nichols 
continued his good form from last week, marking the ball well, looking for forwards in better 
positions and kicking goals himself (he kicked two for the match). Jacob S gave us some run 
off the half back flank and Felix up forward was as dangerous and explosive as ever, kicking 
two goals for the game.
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Qtr 3:

We moved Lachlan D to the forward line in the second half and he proved effective straight 
away. He kicked two goals for the half (both from tnhe goal square) to go with the two goals 
he saved in defence. His uncompromised attack on the ball and the ball carrier being a real 
strength for our team. William worked hard all day on the ball and gave us great run, and when 
we moved him forward he was very dangerous and kicked a goal with a quick snap. Another 
four goals to none saw us well on top going into the final quarter. 

Qtr 4:

The last quarter saw the opposition kick a few goals late, but we were still able to kick a few 
goals. To kick 15 goals for the game and have 9 goal kickers is a good sign. 

Goal Kickers:  Henry 3, Austin 2, Lucas N 2, Lachlan D 2, Felix 2, Campbell 1,  
Jacob B 1, William 1, Mason 1

Score: Park Orchards 15 7 = 97 defeated Heidelberg 2 2 = 14

Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

Allan Jordan Mc Diarmid Tom

Arifovic Cruz Nicholls Max

Bradshaw Byron Noonan Hamish

Cameron Fletcher Oaks Lachlan

Ficinus Elliott Read Harrison

James Archie Simos Jacob

Kelly Sean Tang Bosco

Mc Diarmid Will Waddy bruce

Mc Diarmid Jack Wilson Zac

UNDER 12 BLACK: Coached by: Michael James

SPONSOR 
OPPORTUNITY FOR 

THIS TEAM

Park Orchards (H)  3. 4. 22    Def by Richmond  8. 7. 55   

After a difficult grading game last week, today we get fresh start and an opportunity for different 
players to try different positions.

In the first 2 weeks Lachy has settled into footy fantastic and today gets a chance to play on 
ball. I am really enjoying how Lachy goes about his game and how much he looks to be loving 
his footy. Will is another player who is starting to believe in his ability. His confidence is growing 
and his is skills improving all the time.

In the first quarter Richmond got the jump on us to kick the 1st 4 goals as our backline came 
under constant attack. Jack started at CHB and stepped up to the challenge being in a couple 
of good contests and competing well against his opponent. Archie and Fletch were brilliant 
across half back giving us awesome strength and run.

Our tackling was quite good we just need more talk between the players.

¼ time – PO 0.0.0 trail Rich 4.5.29

With a regroup at ¼ quarter time and from this point in the game all 18 players had a very good 
input. Every week Max continues to grow in confidence and find out more and more about his 
ability as he is backing himself. 

Our forwards were getting there first look at the game. Bosco, as usual, let his pace a 
determination do the talking as he was first to the ball many times. Cruz and Jacob applied 
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great pressure out on their wings and provided good marking options. Sean playing in the 
middle was getting his hands on the ball quite often and with his beautiful long kicks was giving 
our forwards plenty of opportunity. This gave Jordan, Harry, Bosco, Elliott, Hamish and Tom a 
great chance to get into the game. Tom’s pace and Hamish determination was fantastic while 
Elliott got on the end of a fantastic pass from Sean to run on and kick a beautiful long goal. Our 
first for the game to give our boys a great spark.

½ time – PO 1.2.8 trail Rich 5.6.36

We were now showing everyone that we can match it with the opposition. Lachy continued to 
bob up all over the ground and as a left footer was proving a handful, Hamish was showing lots 
of aggression as he put his body over the ball time and time again. Zac is another new tall and 
strong player to our team this year and did some wonderful things in the ruck today providing 
some great tap outs to our on ballers plus was giving us a great marking target around the 
ground. Harry was now having a run on the ball and with great ball attack was taking plenty on 
marks, providing lots of tackles and giving us a great intensity at the ball. During the quarter we 
had plenty of the ball in the front line but just couldn’t convert. 

¾ time - PO 1.3.9 trail Rich 6.7.43

Our last quarter was our best by far as the whole team showed themselves how well they can 
play when they put their minds to it.

Bruce was scaring the pants off the Richmond players with strong tackles and fierce attack 
on the ball. Byron was back in natural full forward position and was unlucky not to pull down 
a few marks but was having a big influence up forward. Harry and Tom were outstanding with 
their pace and the number of times they helped us move the ball forward. Hamish, rotating in 
the ruck with Zac continued to be a fierce competitor and wasn’t going to let Richmond get the 
better of him. Zac also continued to have a big influence taking some valuable marks across 
half forward. Fletch was having a fantastic game and took a brilliant mark about 40m out from 
goal. Knowing he was out side his limit he took on the man on the mark, ran around him with 
pace to open space and kicked our second goal. An awesome result for a lot of hard work.

A couple of minutes later Archie, who had battled very hard all day with lots of physically strong 
tackles, was awarded a free kick just inside the 50m arc. Richmond then gave away a 25m 
penalty which gave Archie a great chance to kick a goal, unfortunately it just missed. Our boys 
were now well on top of Richmond. 

With a strong wall the ball couldn’t get out of our forward line and we kept pumping it in. 
Sean then kicked another long ball to the hot spot and Jordan took a brilliant pack mark, then 
Richmond gave away another 25m penalty that put Jordy on the goal to kick his first goal and 
the teams 3rd as we finished the game as the much stronger side.

Full Time – PO 3.4.22 lost to Richmond 8.7.55

Today we saw some great signs of improvement and believing in ourselves. Keep up the hard 
work.

Go Sharks

Captain: Harry Read (C)  Elliott Ficinus (VC)

Goal Kickers: Fletcher Cameron – 1, Elliot Ficinus – 1, Jordan Allan - 1

Best players: Archie James, Harry Read, Fletcher Cameron, Hamish Noonan, Zac Wilson

Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

Albers Daniel Prest Samuel

Di Conza Lachlan Quinn Lachlan

Dominko Max Rossimel William

Fortington Jack Smillie Josh

Galstians Jake Smith Cooper

Galstians Joshua Stephens Joel

Holt Andrew Stumpf Gabriel

Hutchinson Flynn Tait William

Kenny William Tymms Jacob

Nitz Oliver Worthington Thomas

UNDER 13 RED: Coached by: Adam Kenny

LOOKING 
FOR SECOND 

SPONSOR

Park Orchards Red 9.2.56 def by Richmond Y 12.10.82

We won the toss and kicked with the wind that had died down considerable by game time. We 
started the game with a quick forward entry direct from a centre clearance, we had control of 
the game for periods through the first quarter, with Josh Smillie kicking a great long goal, but 
Richmond took better advantage of their opportunities. We lost Quinny to a knee injury late 
in the first term so were down to no rotations for the remainder of the game, whilst Richmond 
had 6 on the bench. We started the 2nd quarter with Richmond getting on top in the middle 
of the ground. The boys were working really hard and making it a tight contest but as soon as 
Richmond got possession of the ball their skills allowed them to move the ball quickly down the 
ground.

Our backline repelled attack after attack, with the boys working well together, Max Dominko, 
Jacob Tymms and Flynn Hutchinson were keeping Richmond at bay , our forward opportunities 
in the 2nd and 3rd quarter dried up with Will Original making the most of our attacks kicking a 
couple of goals. It started to look like Richmond would break away for a big win. We went into 
the final change 40 points down and kicking against the breeze. We asked the boys to play 
with positivity and confidence in the last term and make Richmond earn their possessions in  
the last quarter. While we had found it hard to get on top in centre clearances in the 2nd and 
3rd quarter we made some adjustments and the boys answered with Sam Prest and Josh 
Galstians winning some important centre clearances at the start of the last quarter. For the 
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first 10 minutes of the quarter we dominated the play and really took advantage, Gabe Stumpf 
provided some run off the wing and Tom Worthington, Cooper Smith and Will Rossinal were 
winning plenty of the ball at half forward and piled on 5 quick goals and the margin was down to 
14 points. Ollie Nitz was competing well in the ruck and then winning the ball on the ground and 
driving it forward.

We had opportunities to further cut the margin in the last quarter but just could not capitalise. 
Richmond scored a couple of late goals to extend the margin to 26 points. We learnt as a team 
that we can match it with anyone in the competition and just need to attack every game with the 
mindset we had in the last quarter against Richmond. Thank you to all our parent helpers and 
spectators this week and we look forward to Will and Adam Kenny coming back next Sunday 
and hope that Quinny will be ok for Sunday.

Goal kickers: Tom W 2, Will R 2, Josh S 2, Cooper 2, Josh G 1

Matt Tait, Acting Coach

Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

Bastin Connor Mackay Max

Bertram Kye Mahadeva Barathan

Blake Adam Postill Oliver

Blaser Daniel Sedawie-McKell Layne

Bugler Oscar Sherriff Lachlan

Cahill Joshua Van Winckel Samuel 

Doherty Finn Vigo Adam

Draeger Nathan Wallace Bailey

Jackson Ben Lever Raphael

King Brady

UNDER 13 BLACK: Coached by: Justin Cahill

LOOKING 
FOR SECOND 

SPONSOR

Parks Orchards 1.6.12 def by Surrey Park 4.5.29

This week U13 Black hosted Surrey Park at Stintons, in a milestone game for Bara.  The 
Sharks played another great game, last week we competed well for 4 quarters, but the boys 
took it up a notch this week. We had 18 great contributors for the day and the boys played a 
great team game, bringing each other into the game.

Before the game we spoke about our use of handball and the boys executed this well with 
some great hand passing around the packs creating space.  Out tackling was great, our 
positioning was great and all 18 boys played hard courageous football.  Surrey Park gave some 
our boys a few cheap one’s around the packs, I was so pleased how our boys kept their heads 
and went even harder at the ball.

We owned the ball in the first quarter generating several scoring shots, but could not get a 
major. 2nd quarter we broke through with a nice goal from a set shot from Oscar who put his 
head over the ball and was awarded with a free kick.  

3rd quarter was neck and neck with some great contests.  Last quarter Surrey Park got a few 
goals that required a bit of luck and that was the difference at the end of the day.  Our boys 
should be super proud of how they played, they have knuckled down at training and they play 
for each other and it showed in their play today.  
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Some notable mentions:

Lachie - Shezza was on today, played really well on defence. Saved at least 2 goals for us and 
began to generate some play out of our back line. Used his voice well to direct his team mates.

Ben - Played another great game in the back line.  Beat his opponent hands down and helped 
his team mates around the packs.

Layne - had a great first half. Helped to create a few shots on goal for us with his smart play 
and good disposal.  Played with flair and courage all day.  Had his head taken clean off in the 
1st quarter and set up Oscar for a shot on goal with his free kick.

Josh - Played up forward and had a great game. Presented well, clunked a few good marks, 
had a shot on goal and was hard around the packs with tackles and bumps.

Bailey - Continued his great start to the season, played well when on the ball and had a great 
quarter at half back.

Barathan - Captain for the day and again we had a great Captain’s performance.  First half on 
the ball and then swung to defence for 2nd half, played bravely, generated some great play for 
us and got plenty of attention from the opposition team.

Sam - Had a great game on the wing, best game of the season for us. Took a few good marks, 
ran well and helped. Set up our play.

Kye - Had another great game at half back and on the ball. Hunted the opposition, tackled hard 
and had several long runs off half back to generate attack.

Nathan - Another great game in defence, lot’s of great marking and contested work. The 
‘Weapon’ is growing in confidence each week, took a great running mark and played on to 

generate some play for us.

Connor - Played well on the wing, took some heavy knocks, but kept keeping on for us.   
Had a great long shot on goal, more of these to come for us hopefully.

Raph - played in the ruck and then 2nd half in defence, played really well all day. Reads the 
ball so well in the back line.

Ollie - Had another great game. Owned the back line and then went on the ball for a half and 
had a great impact, was hard over the ball all day.

Brady - ‘Junk Yard Dog’ made a great impact.  Tackled hard all day, almost one a 3 on 1 
contest for a snap on goal.

Max - Played well at CHF and then in the ruck in the second half.  Had a good impact for us, 
unlucky not to snap a goal for us in the second quarter.

Daniel - Best game for a while. Really clean with his hanpassing, took a great mark at CHB  
and kicked to advantage.

Finn - took mark of the day right in front of the coaches.  Was smart with the ball, took an extra 
second every now and then to weigh up his options and then kicked well, was great to see.  
Laid 2 really strong tackles.

Oscar - Played his best game for the Sharks. Tough, courageous, was hard at it all day.   
Had a few good shots on goal and was rewarded on the scoreboard.

Adamo - ‘The Bowling Ball’ split the packs, laid plenty of bombs and tackles in the back line 
and looked dangerous forward. Had a cheeky snap on goal which almost went through for goal 
of the year.
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Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

Adama Acelin Morcom Tom

Baldori Joshua Oakes Bradley

Broadbent David Parrott Matthew

Dempsey James Pollock Oscar

Foxwell Joel Rees Thomas

Hume Bradley Ridley Tige

Kilkenny Tobias Smith Zac

King Fraser Sonderhof William

Lee Sebastian Tovey Joshua

UNDER 14 RED: Coached by: Nathan Tovey

Park Orchards 15.9.99 def Macleod 7.9.51

Well its not often you start a match report with a compliment to one player, and its not often you 
see a player kick 10 goals in an U14’s game, so well done Oscar Pollock!! What a game……

Today saw us venture to Macleod and play a team that last year were in Gold. After last weeks 
game the Coaches saw this as a good test to see where our boys are at, and a great test it 
was.

Dave Broadbent was captain today in his 50th and won the toss and played a great game 
across the half forward line. Dave is starting to find his feet by backing his pace and ability to 
leap and mark, which is great to see. 

The First quarter saw Macleod use the ball better than us and play a more direct style of game 
putting them in front at qtr time. At the break we spoke to the boys about switching on, playing 
in front, all of those footy terms we often speak of and to the boys credit, in the second qtr we 
started to win the ball. Morc did a great job keeping the ball in front of him against 2 of the 
Macleod boys, Tommy Rees, Ace and Sonders were fantastic on the ball, fed well by both 
Charlie and Demps in the ruck. The boys had more 2nd and 3rd efforts in this qtr and although 
we went into half time down by only a few points we could see the game change our way.

The 3rd Qtr saw us play some really positive footy. Matty Parrott collected the ball and deliver 
it laces out to Osc for this 3rd and this saw us get our noses in front. Mr Reliable Brad Oakes 
down back along with Tige, Zac, Sebby, do a fantastic job, week in week out and yet again the 

back line was fantastic. We asked Humey to do a special job on one of the Macleod boys and 
we never saw him again, well done Humey. This saw the other wingers - Tobias, and our small 
forwards, Baldori and Kingy play higher opening up the forward line for Osc. JT hitting the ball 
hard yet again got a free kick and kicked to the top of the square allowing Osc to get another.

For the last qtr we asked the boys to play discipline football - kick and run through the corridor, 
and this was done all day by our sweeper Foxy, who did his role exceptionally well.

In the end we came away with a great win, and it was a real credit to the boys coming back 
from last weeks game, behind at half time today to play some great run and carry footy - 
protecting there team mate at every opportunity. Well done boys a great win!

Also well done to Nina for getting a photo of the boys in their new jumpers with the opposition 
for the next game running through the banner right behind her. We all know not to get in Ninas 
way!

Goalkickers – Pollock 10, Broadbent 1, Dempsey 1, Kilkenny 1, Sebi Lee 1, Matt Parrott 1

Best – Pollock, Broadbent, Oakes, Foxwell, JT, Ace
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Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

Breen Boaz (Bo) Osborne Beau

Box Sam Prunty Harrison

Clark Mitchell Ramage Lucas

D'Alberto James Sette Ben

Evangelista Remi Smith Daniel

Jones Rhys Vermeulen Brown Charles

Keane Blake Waddy Ben

Leaumont Jacob Warne Liam

Lynch Oscar White Daniel

Maynes Brodie Paciocco Robbie

UNDER 14 BLACK: Coached by: Rob Clark

SPONSOR 
OPPORTUNITY FOR 

THIS TEAM

Park Orchards 1.5.11  Def by Glen Iris 10.15.75

It was a tough week last week & we hoped for a better result this week against Glen Iris at the 
Shark Tank.

50th game to Lucas this week & the captain made a great pre-match speech about being first 
to the ball & tackling hard.

We also welcomed Sam Box for his first game for the Sharks.

The first quarter didn’t go to plan.  Despite the efforts of Harry in the middle & Jacob’s goal-
saving efforts in the back line, we couldn’t connect with our forwards while Glen Iris continually 
got loose & found avenues to goal but they kicked poorly.  At qtr time we were 11 points down.

We switched a few players around at qtr time but again we were at times undisiplined in picking 
up our man & Glen Iris too easily scored against us.  There was some great linking plays 
involving Ben S, Harry & Beau but by halftime we were 36 points down.

After halftime, we were much more competitive.  Blake continues to ruck tirelessly & give 
second efforts every time.  It was becoming increasingly obvious that we were unfortunately a 
bit out-classed but we never gave in.  By the end of the 3rd qtr, we were 48 points down.

For the final quarter, we get the ball forward & had a nmber of shots at goal.  Robbie is a 
real goer.  Liam has great hands was directly involved in our goal in the final qtr.  Set up by a 

4-bounce effort by Remi, pin-pointed to Dan W, then a great gather & handball by Liam to Beau 
who cooly slotted the goal.  Well played boys.  

There were a number of outstanding individual efforts throughout the game.  Harry continues to 
dominate in the middle. Ben S just runs & runs.  Jacob is a rock in defence,

For the others, Mitch tried & tried & took some good marks.  Lucas in his 50th wasn’t disgraced 
& again was often at the bottom of the pack.  Oscar was a bit hobbled but always put his body 
on the line. Sam’s first game was impressive with assured skills. in the middle and he is very 
composed using the footy.  Bo chases & harrasses & shows good signs when he has the ball.  
Ben W is continuing to make real in-roads to the game with much improved kicking ability.  
James, not for the first time, took on & beat mutliple opponents.  

So our first halfs are hurting us.  We need to make sure we’re fully switched on when arrive 
to play.  We need to be defensive ie tackling, manning up, spreading to cover the middle of 
the ground.  We showed through our linking up down the wing & in the corridor in the final qtr 
that we are more than capable/competitive but too often the opposition has been able to score 
easily.  More work on this during the week needed!  Still plenty to like & 1-2 after 3 rounds is 
not a bad position to be.

GO SHARKS!!!!

Captain:  Lucas

Goal Kickers: Beau O

Best players: Ben S, Harry, Sam, Beau, Lucas, Remi, Blake

Do you have your 
membership?

5% of every purchase you make in-store is donated back to us!!

Next time you are in store, sign up or check that your membership is linked to,

Park Orchards North Ringwood Parish Junior Football Club

Get behind your club with REBEL!!
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Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

Appleby Rhonan McLeod Zachary

D'souza Shannon Morgan Jeshua

Dickenson Ryan Postma Lachlan

Dickson Kane Smeed Ryan

Dimauro Angelo Taylor Noah

Duffy Ben Trembath Cooper

Knight Brodie Trembath Jake

Li Kevin Tymms Isaac

Macrokanis Alexander Watts Liam

Mason James

UNDER 15 RED: Coached by: Glen Mason

Park Orchards 17.18.120 def Kew Comets 4.5.29

QTR 1

After our good win last week, we challenged the boys to take that effort into this game against 
Kew Comets. The boys delivered starting from the first bounce with Dicko’s attack on the footy 
nearly kicking a goal in the first minute. Our midfielders in Jesh, Maca and James were out 
working the opposition and continually sending the ball into our forwards. Kane starting up 
forward laid a huge tackle and then was rewarded after getting the loose ball with a free kick 
which he finished off well.

QTR 2 

The boys really responded in the second quarter again with our back line in Age not giving 
away anything, Ben intercepting marks, while Tymmsy and Shannon continue to work well 
together holding our back six and giving us great drive. Jake has started playing off half back 
which has seen him add another dimension to his game; defend first, then give us run and 
use the ball well. Our taller forwards in Zac, Noah and Brodie are learning to stay on the move 
and keep leading up at the footy; they can see it is hard for the opposition to defend and it will 
create space for them. The boys did this and where able to get on the end of the good work up 
the ground.

QTR 3

We moved the side around a little to see how other boys would play in certain positions. We 
continued to out work the opposition with Ghostie providing an option up forward with hitting the 
fall of the ball and converting, Lachie laying tackles and getting reward for effort and Rhonan 
providing options up forward and working hard when shifted down back.

QTR 4 

Our last quarter we continued to work hard with Kevin and Cooper continuing to give us real 
drive off their wings and Liam providing run off half back and intercepting contested marks. The 
boys were very disciplined and remained focused on winning the footy as the opposition tried to 
focus on the man not the ball.

Well done today boys, a real four quarter TEAM effort!

Goal Kickers: Zac McLeod and Jake Trembath 3, Ryan Dickenson , Alex Macrokanis and 
Kane Dickson 2, Cooper Trembath, James Mason, Rhonan Appleberry, Ryan Sneed and 
Noah Taylor 1.

Congratulations to Ryan Dickenson on 100 games!
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COLTS BLACK: Coached by: Nick Kouteris

Park orchards 9.11.65 def Ivanhoe 8.9.57

After a difficult round 2 we were unsure how the Colts Black would respond against Ivanhoe in 
round 3 at Ford Park, especially given that Ivanhoe had a big win the week before and were full 
of confidence.

Led by this week’s captain Lachlan Jury, we won the toss and kicked with the breeze, starting 
with 5 players on the bench. We came out firing kicking the first two goals before Ivanhoe 
steadied and responded with the next 3 goals. With our forward line open and our boys running 
into space, we kicked the next 2 before Ivanhoe levelled at the end of the first quarter. We had 
Lochlan Kelly come off with a head knock and sore shoulder and he’d play no further part in the 
game.

As we started the second quarter, our boys continued to run hard into space and the forwards 
continued to apply pressure to the Ivanhoe defence, locking in the ball in our forward line and 
managing 3 goals against the breeze. Our defence was superb keeping Ivanhoe to a single 
goal for the quarter in a hard and tight contest. Unfortunately we had two players go down with 
injury with Reuben Saxone suffering a sore back and Lachlan Parrott coping a heavy knock in 
a sling tackle.

At half time we were challenged the boys to attack the ball and keep up the pressure on 
Ivanhoe and we started the third quarter with a real appetite for the contest with strong tackling 
and real commitment for the ball. We were pushing the ball forward although turnovers through 
some high kicking in the corridor led to a few goals and Ivanhoe were getting on top in the 
clearances. Our ruckman Lachlan Jury came off with a sore ankle and as soon as Charlie 
Kouteris went to the ruck he took a knee to the ribs and was out for the remainder of the game.

With a quarter to go and the injuries mounting, Lachlan Jury and Reuben were able to return to 
the field and we implored our players to stay focused on the ball, tackle hard and make every 
contest and we were able to kick the first goal of the last quarter and extend our lead. We 
continued to pepper the goals through some great link up play although were unable to finish 
passages with a major. Ivanhoe hit back with a goal of their own and were throwing everything 
at us with at one stage two of their players being sent off and unfortunately and through no fault 
of his own, Luke Cormack also being sent off. We fought hard to the end and had a thoroughly 
deserved away win to put our season back on track.

We were all very proud of the performance from the team and their commitment to the game 
plan and to each other and look forward to more of the same during the course of the season.

Best players: B Scott, A Markic-Smith, L Cormack, B Harrisson, L Jury, O Halls, J Blaser

Goal kickers: B Harrisson 4, E Phillips, C Skien, L Parrott, T Draffin, O Halls 
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Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

Cormack Luke Pellinger-Riley Brock

Draffin Tobey Blaser Joseph

Harrisson Ben Kelly Lochlan

Jury Lachlan Fasan William

Kouteris Charlie Hardacre Liam

McMahon Bailey Di Simone Sebastian

Phillips Edward Parrott Lachlan

Scott Brayden Mcintyre-Wilson Billy

Skien Cayden Markic-Smith Adam

Choveaux Timothy Appleby Mason

Haas Jordan Halls Oscar

Reuben Saxone Hood Aden
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COLTS RED: Coached by: Glenn Archer
Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

Hartnet Jack Archer Jackson

Thorn Thomas Conlan Jack

Wallis Matthew Cullen Jack

Rossimel Jack Gill Ben

Sonderhof Thomas Hartnett Max

Foxwell Owen Hickey Declan

Faulkner Matthew Leonard Jake

Brown Jesse Newton William

Ameer Henry Ryan Zach

Smith Nicholas Spiteri McLaren

Linkin Samuel

Park Orchards 11.5 71 def Banyule 4.3 29

Sometimes footy can seem so difficult, the issues cloudy and sometimes it can be as clear as a 
summers day.

That was how this week’s game seemed to me. We were playing Banyule again. The last time 
we had played them a lot of negative press had been generated and a bad vibe continued 
to persist. Many players seemed focused on what had happened and a belief in righting old 
wrongs seemed to prevail, To me, that was the wrong way to go about this game.

Yhe YJFL is the biggest league in Melbourne with representative teams stretching from Fitzroy 
to Seville. They wanted this game to generate positive commentary.

Our coaches wanted the Club to move on from the controversy of the last game and to 
concentrate on playing solid, structured footy the way we know we can.

The parents wanted us to play free flowing Orch footy.

And that’s what the boys did.

The first quarter saw us grind away in an even tussle with Banyule but the early signs were 
good. Our play was more direct and we were looking to move the ball quickly. Banyule were 

up for the contest and were equally committed and at quarter time scores were tight with Park 
Orchards 1.2 8 to Banyule 1.0 6. It was obvious early that our backline was very well organised 
this week and Humf, Henry and Jacko were up for the challenge. Sonders had kicked our goal 
for the quarter.

The second quarter saw Grem asserting his authority in the ruck contest and he gave our 
midfielders first use of the ball at every stoppage. That made for quick ball movement and the 
forwards were queing up to make the most of it. This quarter saw goals to Thorny, Wally and 
Rossa before a beautiful flow of play just before the siren saw Rossa make a long lead to mark 
a beautiful pass and to kick his second telling goal after the half time break was sounded. Park 
orchards 5.3.33 to Banyule 2.3.15

That seemed to shake Banyule and they came out attacking the ball fiercely after the break. 
They scored a very quick goal and then a second looked home but it had grazed the post. Orch 
took the time to recompose themselves and then took control of the rest of the quarter. Rossa 
was again providing a focus point up forward as he, Thorny and Foxy all kicked goals for the 
quarter and orch held a commanding lead at ¾ time . Again great praise for the backline who 
worked really hard to move the ball forward quickly but then worked so hard to get back and 
restrict opportunities for the Banyule forwards. Scores: Orch 8.3.51 to Banyule 3.4 22

The final quarter saw a replica of the 3rd as Park Orchards kept the pressure on. The back 
line gave away nothing, the midfield worked hard to get quick ball movement and the forwards 
presented well to take the game away from Banyule. Jack Rossimel capped off a great 
individual performance kicking a total of 5 goals, ably supported by Thorny with 3 majors as 
Orch ran away to win 11.5 71 to Banyule 4.3 29

Overall a solid performance from the guys with many consistent contributors for the day. 
Congratulations to the backline for a polished performance and a willingness to work hard 
together. A great effort from the midfield to provide the forwards with quick, early entry ball 
delivery and congratulations to the forwards on good finishing work.

That was a good performance and one that deserved a loud rendition of the Club song.

Congratulations to the team. Congratulations to the team leaders for moving on from past 
fixations with Banyule to move forward with maturity to focus on playing a focused game of 
quality football

The reality is that is 1 win from 3 games. We need to work really hard to get the ledger squared 
away and that starts on the track this Tuesday. Every player needs to increase their fitness and 
skills and we do that as a group.

We are approaching the end of the grading system so we need another win this week to prove 
we belong where we are.

Go Orch!!

TM………….OUT 
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Both Tia and Ava were very impressive having only joined the team this season, Indi and Allie 
were hard at it taking strong marks, laying heavy tackles and kicking long and Ella and Sienna 
were in everything using their skills to run and carry.

Our midfield consisting of Willow, Charotte K, Mia SJ & Scarlett were also impressive.  Willow 
worked tirelessly all day and was never out of the action, Charlotte K lead by example racking 
up possessions, and both Mia SJ & Scarlett continued on with their hardness around the 
contest, tackling prowess and ability to win the hard ball.

Our forwards didn’t have a lot of opportunities unfortunately but when it came down to their 
zone their battled well without hitting the scoreboard too often.  Bonnie, Amber, Charlise, 
Zara, Grace D and Grace B were all good contributors and did their best to try and lock the 
ball into our forward line when it arrived.  Both Bonnie and Amber lead well to ball providing 
good options, Charlise, Zara and Grace D were at the fall of the ball all day and were in 
and under when required and Grace B impacted every contest before moving into the ruck 
and contributing well through the midfield.  Charlotte Peterson competed well early before 
succumbing to another hand injury.  Charlotte spent time on the bench, recovered and put her 
hand up to come back on in the last quarter, which was courageous of her and admired by her 
teammates.

Congratulations goes to Allie King who had a terrific game, she tackled well, won the hard 
ball, beat her opponent, never gave up and lead by example all day.  Well done on another 
great display Allie!  Special mention goes out to Indi for stopping a number of goals and old 
‘Superboot’ Sienna P who kicked a goal in the last quarter when we needed it most.

In the end, Kew were bigger, stronger and they teamed really well to get the job done.  They 
were often first to the ball, they hunted in numbers (always 4 or 5 around the ball) and they 

Sharks 1.0.6  Def by  Kew 10.10.70

Round 3 took us to Kew to take on the ladder leaders.  We knew it was going to be a big 
challenge but our girls were up for the fight.  Win, lose or draw our team was there to give it 
their best shot – and that they did.  

The conditions were cool with the threat of rain and the centre square was muddy which 
was going to slow things down through the midfield.  Our captains for the day were Charlotte 
Keaney and Grace Bettiol, both of whom impressed on the training track through the week 
showing great leadership and stood out as obvious options to lead the team.  Our captains 
spoke clearly to the team before we ran out and offered words of support to help motivate 
like kick long, be first to the ball, tackle hard etc.  We were missing Bianca, Jaide, Mia B and 
Sienna S, fielding a team of 17.  

The first quarter saw Kew jump out of the blocks as they peppered the goals giving themselves 
a handy lead at the first change.  Again, our backline was under pressure early with the likes 
of Tia, Ava, Allie, Sienna P, Indi and Ella all doing there best to stop the scoring.  All girls 
combined well and worked hard to push the ball forward only to see it work its way back.  

GIRLS UNDER 12: Coached by: Jason Dove
Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

Allan Grace King Allie

Phelan Charli McInerney Scarlett

Keaney Gemma Peterson Charlotte

Dempsey Tia Pollock Sienna

Keaney Charlotte Saunders Ella

Bettiol Grace Scott Jaide

Bosna Mia Spencer-Jones Mia

Cannon Amber Spencer-Jones Bonnie

Dawson Grace Tovey Indianna

Doolan Charlise Clowes Ava

Dove Zara Smith Sienna

Harvie Willow
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were deadly around goal.  We learnt a lot from this one and we hopefully will take these 
learnings with us as we head to round 4, our last grading game.

Our effort on the day was excellent, we never gave up and I’m excited with what lays ahead for 
our team for the rest of the season.  Let’s work hard on the track this week and get ready for 
round 4. 

Go SHARKS!

Captains: Grace Bettiol & Charlotte Keaney 

Goal Kickers: Sienna Pollock 

Opposition Medal: Allie King 

McDonalds Awards: Ava Clowes & Charlotte Keaney

“You’ve Earned a Drink:  Charlotte Peterson

Best Players: Allie King, Scarlett McInerney, Mia Spencer Jones, Sienna Pollock,  
Grace Bettiol, Ava Clowes. Willow Harvey, Charlotte Keaney.                  
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GIRLS UNDER 13: Coached by: Tim Rule
Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

Bastide Haylee Moran Madeline

Brimelow Charlotte Peters Jayde

Coad Eden Rule Lacey

Green Charlotte Rule Tegan

Knight Demi Servinis Mia

Lomen Alicia Smith Amy

Mcleod Amber Stone Bethany

Mercer Lily Duffy Amy

Miriklis Zoe Guerrero Rafaela

LOOKING 
FOR SECOND 

SPONSOR

Sharks.  2.6. 18  Def by  Glen Iris.  3.4. 22

Sharks go down in a close one !

It only took a week for the footy gods to balance the ledger with us having chances to win the 
game but not able to execute and as such go down!

It only took Glen Iris about 30 seconds to kick the first goal in the first quarter & we had to 
defend stoutly for the most part of it and were  2 goals down at the break !

Kicking with a decent breeze we had the bulk of the play and a goals to Charlie Brimelow & 
Haylee Bastide meant we were up by a point at the main break!

In a game that was played in the best spirits the third quarter was a real test for us which we 
were up for & great contributions from Beth Stone, Maddie Moran & Demi Knight & Haylee 
Bastide meant we needed 8 points in the last to get up !

The game was right in the balance as previously stated we had some really good chances to 
get in front but were unable to execute and fell 4 points short !

Even though we fell short our girls were extremely brave and fought to the end !

Our captain for the day Demi Knight had a great game and is lifting her & our expectations of 
how she goes about it in gold division & along with Charlie Brimelow were deserved winners of 
the Macdonald’s encouragement awards !

We’ve also had a change in the coaching ranks and due to work commitments Harry Miriklis 
has stepped down as assistant & Will Peters has donned the yellow bib ! Thanks heaps to 
Harry & Will & along with all our awesome parent helpers make my job so much easier!

Go Sharks
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GIRLS UNDER 14: Coached by: Mike Newton
Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

Allan Madison Newton Charlotte

Archer Remy Parry Tess

Cameron Lily Pote Starly

Dryden Alkira Savage Ashleigh

Goodman Madison Shamloo Michaela

Hansen Holly Cooper Jade

Innifer Madison Bett Ellisha

Holt Oaks Amy Bett Sienna

Leonard Ava Brown Priya

SPONSOR 
OPPORTUNITY FOR 

THIS TEAM

Banyule 0.7.7 def Park Orchards 0.3.3

Qtr 1: 

The Sharks played away at Banyule. The girls were keen to get on the winner list after a couple 
of tough loses to start the season.  Banyule started strongly putting the Sharks under pressure, 
they dominated the quarter and we were lucky they were not accurate to finish the quarter 
trailing by three points. The girls looked deflated at quarter time.

Qtr 2:

The early stages of the second quarter followed the same pattern of as the first. It took a good 
linking run through the centre corridor to spark the Sharks. It was like a switch was switched. 
Suddenly the girls had gained confidence and while it did not show on the scoreboard they 
were well and truly on top.

Qtr 3:

Goals had proven to be a difficult task, neither team had managed a single goal. This kept the 
game close and exciting. The Sharks could a victory and continued to shine. We had numerous 
opportunity to score that elusive goal however we always came up short.  The girls were 
dominating play and it seemed it was just a matter of time until we scored an elusive  goal to 
take the lead.

DentalArt

Qtr 4:

The girls left the three quarter time fired up for a big final quarter.  Playing with only fifteen 
players against Banyule with five on the bench was going to be a challenge. The Sharks 
pushed and pushed, despite the fact that we came up short and narrowly lost. The girls left the 
field full of enthusiasm. Like the parent who watched they were proud of their efforts and knew 
that as a team we were heading the right direction. Final Score Banyule 0.7.7 defeated Park 
Orchards 0.3.3
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GIRLS UNDER 16 RED: Coached by: Tim Livingstone

Jumper Name Jumper Name

2 Kristen Bertoldi 14 Jade Hutchinson

18 Courtney Murray 16 Natalie Broadbent

4 Jorja Livingstone 20 Chelsea Dunoon

5 Chloe Lee 22 Lauren Knowles

6 Alannah Boell 23 Jasmine Taylor

9 Mia McAuliffe 17 Taliah Cameron

10 Matilda Rae 32 Petra Edwards

11 Sophie Harvie 12 Flynn Peters

Park Orchards 6.9.45 def  Glen Iris 2.0.12

The Reds had a rusty return to football, having had a month off with school holidays, the Easter 
break and a Bye.  It took a while to blow out the cobwebs against a very physical Glen Iris side.  
The Reds welcomed Petra Edwards to the side and Wayne Taylor in to the Coaching ranks.  
With Sophie Harvie a late withdrawal, the reds started with 15, and as always allowed the 
opposition to play their full side with a healthy bench as well.

The first quarter was tough with Lauren and Flynn taking big hits.  Courtney was doing a 
sterling job in the back line winning the ball against one and sometimes two opponents and 
repelling it out.  Similarly in the forward line, Chelsea was winning her one on one battles and 
giving the team plenty of opportunities.  Nat was creating space wide and was rewarded for her 
massive run to space in the forward line, unfortunately only to hit the post.  Kristen was also 
showing the opposition a clean set of heels and then drilling her passes.  Lana laid her trade 
mark Sheppard to remind Glen Iris the Sharkettes were here to play. At quarter time we led 4 
points to zero.

The girls started to work cohesively in the second quarter with a smooth clearance from the 
centre by Jazzie and Mia’s silky skills started to show out with a ripping tackle and beautiful 
pack mark.  Jorja showed no fear with eyes only for the ball as a Glen Iris player bore down on 
her, great courage.  Jorja was rewarded shortly after with a beautiful tap by Chelsea to Jorja 
for a goal.  Jade was instrumental, getting the ball forward and winning all her one on one 
contests.  Petra then imposed herself on the game in what turned out to be a breath taking run, 

pardon the pun.  She started in the back pocket and four efforts in a row, saw her work it down 
to the forward line.  The game was stopped while she was assisted to the bench for a well 
earned rest, and the Sharkettes were down to 14.  Tahlia kicked truly after being awarded a 
free kick and at half time, the girls led 3.5 to 1.0.

The girls played the whole third quarter with only 14 on the field and Nat started to impose 
herself.  Nat has become a running machine by taking on board the new skill of driving her 
legs.  She copped a high hit and that only made her faster.  With only 14, Glen Iris had most 
of the ball in their forward line.  Every time the girls tried to get it out of defence, they hit the 

A great mark by Matilda on the run

Chloe pumps the ball deep into attack
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Glen Iris wall.  However Glen iris didn’t factor in the Sharkettes wall of defence, Chloe.  In 
an unfamiliar role on the half back flank, Glen Iris couldn’t get the ball past her.  In a brilliant 
display, she turned the jets on, took a bounce and kicked over their defensive wall to Tilly who 
took a great mark.  Tilly was tough all day and defeated every opponent she played on.  By 
three quarter time, the girls had added one point and Glen Iris a goal to be 3.6 to 2.0.

The Sharkettes were looking tired at the break and wow, what a last quarter war of attrition.  
Petra went back on, so we were up to 15 but that was only short lived.  Mia copped a blood 
nose sidelining her and back to 14.  Then in the last few minutes we were down to 11 with 
Lana, Jazzie and Nat all succumbing to cramp.  Jo was flat out, not knowing who to attend to 
first.  11 v 16 didn’t seem fair, but it only made the Sharkettes rise up higher.  We kicked 3.3 to 
their 1 point with Nat contributing two goals with her familiar burst of speeds, before being hit 
with cramp.  Lauren was dominant in the ruck and around the ground pumping the ball forward 
and with Courtney and Taliah combining across the half backline to let nothing through, and 
Flynn in her familiar back line role, Glen Iris were doomed.

Going forward, we will look for Gatorade top ups, to try and alleviate the cramps. The girls ran 
out 33 point winners, cementing top spot on the ladder in a courageous win, well done.  

Captain: Courtney Murray

Goals: Nat 2, Jorja 1, Chelsea 1, Taliah 1, Jazzie 1

Best players: Nat , Chloe, Lauren, Jorja, Lana, Courtney Mia 

Lauren gives the don’t argue

Alannah bursts out of traffic

Jade shows her class on the wing
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GIRLS UNDER 16 Black: Coached by: Matt Turner

Jumper Name Jumper Name

1 Victoria Turner 24 Tilly Hodgson

8 Sophie Hirst 37 Amelia Rees

7 Anna Marchionno 39 Charli Dempsey

28 Eve Parry 49 Grace Lloyd

13 Ella Garniss 42 Abbey Callaghan

11 Mikayla Aloi 40 Vasiliki Karamitos

15 Tess Budge 30 Zoe Servinis

29 Kylah Harrap 38 Natassja Shallvey

10 Dakota Hoen 3 Sahana Pote

Sienna Kardaras

SPONSOR 
OPPORTUNITY FOR 

THIS TEAM

Park Orchards 8.12 60 def Heidelberg 1.0 6

Another great day for footy at Stintons Reserve.  Our opponents, Heidelberg were short on 
numbers so we hit the field with 13 a side which worked well for our team as we had a few with 
niggling injuries from the previous week. Again we asked the girls to run the ball out of defence, 
kick to space, drive their legs and attack the ball.

Quarter 1

Zoe S started the game well, dominating the ruck although Heidelberg were getting first use of 
the ball, our on ballers Tilly, Dakota and Harni soon arrested this and we played the rest of the 
quarter on our terms.  Good running from our wingers and half forwards, delivering the ball into 
the forward line which resulted in goals to Mikayla, Dakota and Zoe S.  ¼ Time 3-4-22 to 0-0-0

Quarter 2

We started the second quarter with confidence and dominated the contest.  Strong defence and 
running from Ella, Dakota & Vas the backline kept the ball out of Heidelberg’s forward line for 
most of the quarter.  The strong backline linked up with our runners Sophie, Eve and Tess who 
drove the ball into our forward line creating good goal opportunities, unfortunately we did not 
capitalise on this and only kicked one goal (kicked by Tess) and five points during this quarter.  

½ Time 4-9-33 to 0-0-0

Quarter 3

Coming out after half time we were focussed and stuck to our game plan.  There were some 
great tackles by Anna, Dakota, Zoe S & Zoe D.  Great defensive work and running by Charli 
which was instrumental in setting up goals.  Good mark and delivery from Kylah to Sophie 
which helped get the ball into the forward line resulting in a goal. Amelia came off with a rolled 
ankle.  All in all a great quarter which delivered 4 goals kicked by Abbey, Zoe D, Kylah and 
Tess.  ¾ Time 8-11-59 to 0-0-0

Quarter 4

The last quarter was a struggle with the ball going up and down the ground without impacting 
the scoreboard.  We had great run and carry from our half backs and wingers.  Only kicking 
one point this quarter.  We had two injuries with Victoria and Ella both coming off.  Heidelberg 
kicked their only goal late in the quarter.  It was a great win and every player contributed 
throughout the day.  Well done team!!  Final 8-12-60 to 1-0-6

Captain:  Anna Marchionno

Goals: Tess 2, Mikayla 1, Dakota 1, Zoe S 1, Abbey 1, Zoe D 1, Kylah 1

Best players: Dakota, Zoe S, Tess, Anna, Charli 

Ringwood Volkswagen 
481 Maroondah Hwy, Ringwood, VIC 03 8873 6666 
ringwoodvw.com.au  |  LMCT11064
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BYPASS

Your Local 
Volkswagen Dealer

Ringwood Volkswagen Proudly supporting the Park Orchards 
North Ringwood Parish Junior Football Club 

Contact: 
Jason Ehlert
General Manager
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S50 year beanie and cap   

These are available for $15 each from  
Domeney canteen or via the merchandising  
store on teamapp and website.



MCG Windows

Krueger Projects 

AKT Trophies

Aumman’s

Sodastream

Elephant and Co

Pneutech Pty Ltd

Mitcham Eyecare

Screenhouse Effect

Mark Leonard Plumbing

Natskin Skin & Body Therapy

Hallmark Hire Cars

Pneutech Pty Ltd

PARK ORCHARDS NORTH RINGWOOD PARISH
JUNIOR FOOTBALL CLUB

Concept Laser Co

JNJ Electrics

Warran Glen Garden  

Centre and Café

Opulent Homes

Spiteri Jaguar

Healesville Toyota

X Power

Bounce Healthgroup

Ten Minute Tutor

Auscut

Blue Dog Café

Southern States Group

ROUND 3 RESULTS 05 - 05 - 2019


